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Panic over toilet paper and eggs
At the pandemic’s start, lockdowns caused 
panic buying and empty store shelves. In 
the United States, we hoarded toilet paper; 
in Singapore, people hoarded eggs. There 
was a bullwhip effect as demand changed, 
and retailers tried to add extra supply. 
For example, in Singapore, once retailers 
placed orders for extra eggs to satisfy 
demand, there was suddenly an oversupply, 
and in June of 2020, retailers threw away 
250,000 eggs across the country.

Semiconductor-chip shortage
Semiconductor foundries, concentrated in 
parts of Asia, were forced to close as Asia 
saw the earliest and strictest lockdowns 
during the pandemic. Coincidently, 
people worldwide shifted to remote 
working and learning, rapidly consumed 
entertainment, and increased reliance on 
technology in their day-to-day life. This 
shift drove increased demand for chips for 
personal computing, and other “Internet 
of Things” demand. The combination of 
higher demand and months of shuttered 
foundries resulted in a backlog of demand 
that is still felt today as electronics such as 
iPhones, gaming consoles, and personal 
computers remain on backorder. 

How Supply Chain Issues Are Impacting Our Economy
Car manufacturers were particularly hit 
hard (modern vehicles contain thousands 
of chips) after they forecasted decreased 
demand and reduced orders at the 
pandemic’s start. However, demand almost 
immediately recovered following increased 
disposable income (people were spending 
less money during the pandemic) and 
attractive financing offers. By that point, 
semiconductor foundries had shifted their 
manufacturing process to focus on smaller 
chip demand, and car manufacturers 
found themselves at the “back of the line,” 
causing a severe shortage of vehicles as 
manufacturers waited for chips to be 
assembled and delivered.

Shipping containers left at sea
Sea shipping containers move around 1.9 
billion tons per year and are responsible for 
nearly all our imported fruits, gadgets, and 
appliances. The pandemic’s lockdowns and 
border closures have severely disrupted the 
logistics of shipping containers. Carriers 
must navigate trade shifts and reduced 
capacity. In many instances, they can’t 
dock where they were initially intended 
to port. Ports that are open are congested, 
and staff shortages have slowed down 
unloading and onward transportation. A 
typical shipping container currently spends 
20% more time in transit than before the 
pandemic. Of course, this translates to 
significantly higher logistics and sourcing 
costs for many companies across various 
industries in the US.  Shipping prices 
on major routes have increased by as 
much as 80%. For the consumer, this not 
only means we’re waiting longer for our 
packages, but it also means rising prices.  

Will supply chain issues ease in 2022?
The effects of the supply chain issues 
discussed in this article are felt globally and 
are contributing to inflation. Companies 
are having trouble sourcing material, 
keeping transportation costs down, and 
delivering products in a timely matter. 
Now that interest rates have begun to rise, 
we may see consumer demand cool. This 
may lead to industries with an oversupply 
of goods once again (bullwhip effect), or it 
could ease supply bottlenecks. 

Sean Reitenbach, CFA®, Senior Investment 
Analyst at The Prosperity Consulting 
Group, says “A growing economy, strong 
labor demand, and growing wages would 
imply consumer activity should remain 
strong. This will likely cause supply chain 
issues to persist throughout much of 2022 
(likely in specific sectors) as the continued 
demand will prevent manufacturers from 
completely catching up in the first half of 
2022.” 

Amongst this, we must also consider 
the human factor. While technology has 
improved worldwide manufacturing, 
logistics are ultimately dependent on 
people. Layoffs, lockdowns, and quarantine 
have created massive labor shortages 
across industries. The Omicron variant 
is particularly damaging as a new wave 
of COVID cases has further exacerbated 
the issue of not having enough people on 
the job. It is difficult to predict how new 
variants will impact supply chain issues. 
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Retirement Mistakes You 
Should Avoid

Missed Our Inflation Webinar?Missed Our Inflation Webinar?

You’ve spent years working and saving for your retirement. 
You seemingly have done everything right and have avoided 
common mistakes; you’ve started saving early, took advantage 
of your employer’s 401(k), or set up a retirement plan for your 
own business. However, is there more you should be doing? 
Retirement planning is a strategic process allowing you to fulfill 
your lifestyle goals and maintain financial security in retirement. 

Retirement Mistake: Not Considering Tax Implications 
Taxes may have a significant impact on your retirement savings. 
While paying taxes is something we all must do, proper retirement 
tax planning can further stretch your saved dollars. Depending 
on the type of retirement accounts you have, your withdrawals 
may be subject to income tax. Remember, taking a withdrawal 
can put you in a higher tax bracket. It’s essential to consider this 
when planning your withdrawals. However, at age 72, you will 
be subject to mandatory withdrawals called “required minimum 
distributions” or RMDs. 

Of course, if you have a Roth IRA or Roth 401(k), your withdrawals 
will be tax-free. Roth IRAs also benefit from having no RMDs, 
meaning you never have to withdraw any funds. If appropriate 
for your financial situation, leaving a Roth to your beneficiaries 
offers them the advantage of allowing the assets to continue to 

grow tax-free for up to 10 additional years after receiving the 
Roth IRA (beneficiaries must make withdrawals after 10 years). 
This can be an enormous benefit when considering the best way 
to transfer assets to your loved ones. 

Your financial advisor can help you decide when you should 
start taking distributions, how much you should take, and which 
accounts you should withdraw from. Your advisor can also help 
you decide if converting a traditional retirement account into a 
Roth is right for you. 

Retirement Mistake: Not Being Strategic About Social Security 
While you can start taking Social Security as early as age 62, 
you are only entitled to your maximum benefit amount when 
you reach full retirement age. However, if you delay taking your 
benefits further, your benefit will increase each year until you 
turn 70. This begs the question – should you wait until your full 
retirement age to take Social Security, should you start early and 
take it at 62, or should you maximize your monthly benefit and 
take it at 70? An article we previously published breaks down 
what happens if you take Social Security early or if you delay 
your benefits.   

There is no one size fits all answer to when you should start 
taking Social Security. At Prosperity, we consider your current 
age, assets, income, expenses, health, life expectancy, and cash 
flow projections to calculate the optimal time for you to take 
Social Security. 

Retirement Mistake: Not Implementing an Estate Plan
Even when you think your estate plan is in good order, it is 
essential to ensure there are no loose ends.  While wills and 
trusts may be the first thing that come to mind when estate 
planning, it is also important to ensure the titling of your assets 
and beneficiary designations are correct. Other legal documents 
such as Power of Attorneys or Health Care Directives should 
also be reviewed. 

In this webinar, we went over how inflation is currently 
impacting our economy, the markets, and what investors 
should know and expect during times of high inflation. 

Topics Covered:
• How inflation is impacting our economy and the market
• The good, the bad, and the sometimes ugly (pros and 

cons of inflation)
• Investment takeaways: Inflation and its impact on 

various asset classes
• Common misconceptions about investments and 

inflation

Access the recording on our website!

www.prosperityconsult.com/events
Fill out the form on the right side of the page to access 

the webinar on-demand!


